
Placements PGDM 2016-18

Vishak
Campus Placed - Marico

PGDM at SDMIMD was an interactive and wholesome learning 
experience. ....Countless opportunities to develop leadership, conceptual 
& analytical skills 

Surya S. Bhat
Campus Placed - HDFC

SDMIMD has surely exceeded my expectations - be it the highly acclaimed and friendly faculty, 
beautifully landscaped campus, placements and all the other infrastructure facilities in campus. 
The heritage of Mysore makes it conducive for overall development for future leaders.

Deepak S.
Campus Placed - Oracle

This is turning point in my life. I got lot of exposure in this institute. The 
faculty have lot of expertise and they guide us in terms of career and 
make sure that the knowledge we gain aligns with that of career. 

Nidhi S. S
Campus Placed - Infosys

Beautiful campus with a wonderful architecture and infrastructure. The 
two years spent here has helped me grow both professionally and 

personally. At SDMIMD, capabilities are harnessed, skills are developed 

Neha Gupta
Campus Placed - Infosys

SDMIMD is a wonderful place to study MBA. The faculty here is 
phenomenal and what you learn here is useful irrespective of the industry 

you land in.  My experience here has been enriching and fruitful. 

Smitha Shetty
Campus Placed - TCS

Beautiful campus, great infrastructure, wonderful faculty. SDMIMD 
inspires people to dream BIG. The faculty supports and motivates 

students at every step and helps achieve what was just a dream to begin 

Placements of the 2016-18 batch has got 

underway. There have been some exciting 

jobs offered and taken by the current batch. 

98 students have been placed so far and 

remaining students are expected to be placed 

by end of January 2018. Here is a glimpse of 

some students who have been placed.
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Thejas K.S. 
Campus Placed - TCS

SDM IMD improved my personality. Academic curriculum, group work, 
conferences and feedback from faculty fine tuned me. 

Sabinlal
Campus Placed - TCS

Best in class infrastructure and a good environment.  The placement 
team has taken great steps in conducting various activities  and bringing 
in best companies to the campus.

Anshuman Sharma
Campus Placed - Bharat Financial Inclusion Limited(BFIL)

Coming to SDMIMD was one of the best decisions I have ever made. The infrastructure 
is amazing and is among the best in the country. The pedagogy is on par with the 
international standards and that is the reason we are among the best in the world with 2 
international accreditations.  

Vishna Charan
Campus Placed - TCS

Best in class faculty. Inculcated in me a blend of ethics coupled with 
business understanding of the global environment. 

Pratik Ghosh
Campus Placed - Ujjivan Small Finance Bank

Advanced infrastructure, highly knowledgeable faculty and excellent 
placement opportunities…..  

Ziaulla Sheriff
Campus Placed - Bridgei2i Analytics

Joining SDMIMD has been one of the best decisions of my life.  The 
infrastructure is one of the best and the faculty are on par with the best B-schools.

Manel Srikanth Nayak 
Campus Placed - Morgan Stanley 

State of the art infrastructure and lush green campus certainly makes the ambience 
conducive to learning. There is all necessary support for placemements both from 
faculty and peers which helped us get into the companies of our choice. 

Tanvi
Campus Placed - Moody’s Analytics

All the faculty members are  good and helpful. Every year reputed 
companies come to the campus and faculty provide the needed support 

to students in getting placed.
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